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Cook up a delicious Thanksgiving meal
without the stress with this delicious sheet
pan turkey breast recipe complete with all of
your favorite sides. Juicy turkey breast, sweet
potato casserole, green beans and dressing
are cooked together for the perfect meal for
four. Check out this link for the full recipe and
its ingredients:
https://www.thecookierookie.com/sheet-panthanksgiving-dinner-with-turkey-breast/

✓ SIMPLE & EASY: Serving up a
Thanksgiving dinner doesn’t need to
take hours. This simple recipe
includes all the favorites but is
cooked on one sheet pan for ease.

✓ PERFECT FOR SMALLER MEALS: If
you are planning a smaller
Thanksgiving this year, then this is a
great option. It serves four and the
leftovers are, of course, delicious!
✓ ONE PAN: Your turkey and delicious
side dishes are all cooked on the
same sheet pan, so even the clean
up is a breeze!

Source: MS-ISAC Multi-State Information Sharing & Analysis Center/Security Tips
Newsletter

It’s that time of year again – Black Friday, Small Business Saturday and Cyber
Monday – and that, of course, means holiday shopping. Online shopping
gets more intuitive and simplistic by the day, allowing you to get that
perfect gift. However, while embarking on your online shopping conquest,
make sure you’re not leaving yourself at risk. It’s clear that businesses are
after your dollars during the holidays, but cybercriminals are on the lookout
as well, now more than ever.
Here are some online shopping tips that can help keep your information out
of the hands of those who are most certainly on the naughty list:

Public Wi-Fi networks can be very dangerous,
especially during the holiday season. While
they are very convenient, they are not secure,
and can potentially grant hackers access to
your usernames, passwords, texts, and emails.
While it is best to avoid public Wi-Fi
altogether, if you need to utilize a public
network ensure that you never establish an
autoconnection, and that you are logged out
of all personal accounts, such as your banking
sites.

When shopping online always remember that it is
best to rely on your credit cards or payment
services such as PayPal. Credit cards offer much
more protection and less liability if your
information were to be compromised. On the
contrary, debit cards are linked directly to your
bank account, thus, you’re at a much greater risk if
a criminal were to obtain this information.
Additionally, credit card companies possess the
ability to reverse charges and hopefully investigate
any further issues.

Before entering your personal or financial
information, you need to ensure that the site
you are on is legitimate and can be trusted.
When visiting a website look for the “lock”
symbol; this might appear in the URL bar, or
elsewhere in your browser. Additionally, check
that the URL for the website has “HTTPS” in the
beginning. These both indicate that the site
uses encryption to protect your data.

Never save usernames, passwords, or credit card
information in your browser, and periodically clear
your offline content, cookies, and history. Always
utilize strong passwords and consider setting up
Multi-factor Authentication (MFA). This is as simple
as receiving a text or code that you need to type in
while signing on to a system. Additionally, when
online shopping, consider checking out as a guest
user rather than creating an account.

Check out our website for more Cyber Tips at
https://www.firstnationalbanks.bank/co-sd/cyber-tips-are-you-really-being-secure-online/

